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THE PUZZLE OF
THOMAS GRANT
Perhaps the single most mentiOned.
rhykenological subject that we
hear about these days is the
enigma of Thomas Grant. Dan Semelis
research and his monograph on
Grant, plus the thought and
attention from others which
Semel's work has encouraged,
have resulted in a strong new
awareness of Grant and an increased interest in planes bearing
his mark. Questions abound. '
Did Grant make planes at all?
Does the identification of the
material in at least one Gran plane
as American beech indicate that at_

Wit!at14n=
least some of his planes were made
in America? What is the meaning of
the crowned initial stamps that
appear so frequently on Grant
planes and on other, more or less
contemporary, planes? Where did Grant
go when he dropped out of sight in
New York City? Where did the first
American Grant learn his trade? These
and other questions beg for answers.
We hope British members will search
for Grant beginnings and that American members will carefully survey
their collections and their research
materials that may lead to a fuller
understanding of the role of a man
who is one of the small, select
group of early American plane people.
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ERIC GANaICOTT OPENS THE
DOOR Oa H.B.RICHARDS
"I note with interest the imprint reported by
Garland Spicer (V-13), namely H.B. RWHARDS
LYNCHBURGH. I acquired a 11
/
4 " quirked ovolo
with astragal moulding plane somewhile ago
with the identical imprint. As I live in
LyAchburg I was curious as to its origin but
could find no evidence of planes manufactured
here. However, subsequently a friend of Mine
discovered an advertisment in the "Lynchburg
Virginian" of Sept. 29, 1834 for Henry B.
Richards and Co. The location of the store
was 3rd Street and 9th Alley "At The Sign Of
The Golden Anvil". The ad listed items of hardware etc. imported direct from Birmingham and
Sheffield recently delivered by the packet
ship "TALLYHO ". The name sounds very English
to me. However, in those days Lynchburg was
served by the Kanawa Canal that had access to the
sea at Richmond, VA. The remains of a packet
boat are still to be seen in a local park. I
am not sure whether the TALLYHO was one of
this type or a larger ocean going vessel that
docked at the Port of Richmond.
The following information came to light upon
checking courthouse records:

HENRY B. RICHARDS (of Philadelphia)
Born June 23rd 1810
Died Dec. 29th 1901
He took over the firm of Theodorick
Robertson and Co., Feb. 13th, 1834. By 1841
the company name had changed from H.B.Richards
to Richards Bassett. In 1875 it was Richards
Leftwich and Co.
I do not know what happened in later years. The
area where the store was located has been much
rebuilt so there is no trace of the building.
I am not sure if the plane is of English or
.AMOcican manufacture. The double boxing
dbiique as found in many English planes and
the iron is'by William Butcher. I would
say with confidence that the stamp used to
imprint the plane is definitely English because of the 'H' on the end of Lynchburg.
This is the English spelling used in town
names ending with BURGH. To my knowledge
it has always been Lynchburg in Virginia.
Is it possible that H.B.Richards could have
been in some way connected with the "Murky"
Richards of Philadelphia mentioned
V-1-5? He
was certainly born there in 1810.
ERIC GANktICOTT

Wedge from a rabbet plane
marked S.POMEROY/ N.HAMPTON

e0TES & QUERIES
In the July 1980 issue of The ACTIVE Scrapbook
carries an unsigned article titled D.TAFT & SONS,
TAFTSVILLE,VERMONT. The Tafts were makers of
edge tools and other iron products. Daniel
Taft is said to have emigrated from Mendon, Mass
on Dec. 28, 1778. Our reason for mentioning
this very interesting article to plane collectors
is that WPINCA includes in its planemaker list
an entry for E.TAFT/MENDON (MASS). The working
date given is "18th C", based, we assume, on
stylistic evidence of observed planes. We think
but we are not certain, that a long time agc
someone described to us a plane that was marked
E.TAFT IN MENDON. If this is true, it is possible that an ancestor of the Vermont toolmaker
Tafts was a member of the planemaking culture
which apparently stemmed from Francis Nicholson.
An auction list issued by Richard Crane for July
19, 1980 offered the following. Perhaps they
were makers or dealers:
W.S.CRAPMALL
17" Razee plane
E. PHELPS
Rabbet
Boxed (ebony?) mouldB.RING
ing planes
D.ROGERS/LOWELL (cf
T & G
Jacob Rogers & Co.)
ELLIS MORRIS/SALEM,OH/0
Combination Plane
3-21-1871 Scissor action fence patent.
W. HALPIN
Moulding
CALLENDAR (cf B.CALLENDER
Rounding
& CO, BOSTON, Ms.)
Ed Ingraham has done yeoman work in organizing
a system for recording and reporting planes, He
has defined and provided shorthand descriptions
of the various style characteristics by which
planes are described and has designed a uniform
document .f76-i recording them. You can expect to
hear more of this effort which can add immeaurably to the practice of rhykenology.

A round moulder of beech 9 3/8" long with the
label A W MACK in a sawtooth border has been
collected by pan Send . Compare J.B. Mack,
Names Alone, WPINCA, It should also be remembered that men named Mack were principals in the
D R BARTON CO. in its later years.
Catalog * 10 issued by Anne and Don Wing continues in the pattern we have come to expect. Beautiful illustrations, handsome make up, excellent typography and useful and interesting special features are characteristic of their offerings. Number 10 is of great*Value to the plane
collector because of its highly informative
article about the Greenfield Tool Company which
contains a wealth of material never before available. This issue is priced at $3.30. We
don't know if the Wings have a supply of *10
but we suggest you write and ask because this
catalog will be of continuing usefulness long
after the beautiful tools which are offered
have found their way into the hands of discriminating collectors.
The catalog issued in connection with John
Bittner's September 1980 tool auction lists,
among a substantial number of very early
planes, two Tho. Grants. These bear the crowned inetials IVZ, a hitherto unrecorded initial combination on Grant Planes.
The same catalog has an ambiguous entry which
may represent &WIGHT /DEDHAM. We are not certain because of the manner of punctuation but
believe that this may be another Dedham planemaker. We would appreckate heaninge from anyone
who has seen the plane.
A Thomas Grant with the crowned initials /VZ has
been collected by Alan Bates. We know ther were
citizens of Dutch ancestry named Van Zandt in
18th C N.Y.C. but we obviously don't know if
IVZ was one of them.

Bud Steere reports two planes by T.JONES/PHILA.
of 18th C. appearance which seems to be made of
birch. We believed previously that early Philadelphia planemakers used beech unlike the S.E.
Mass. group. Can anyone comment on this. (Ken
Roberts lists a T Jones/Philadelphia, Pa. in the
index of WPINCA but does not include the name
in his Philadelphia list. A casual check of Philadelphia directories did not provide us with dates
for this maker.;
A curious question is raised by the existence
of crowned initials of the Thos. Grant type on
a 9 ' beech round owned by Bob Graham. The initials on a plane stamped W.RAYMOND, T.S.t are
not -recorded in the list of those appearing on
Thos. Grant and other similarily marked planes
compiled by Dan Semel. A W. Raymond has been
placed in Eastern Mass, but his dates are not
contemporary with those of Thos. Grant. We
wonder if there was an earlier W. Raymond in
the period wh en the crowned initial stamps
were being used.
A report of G.HAWES IN WRENTHAM owned by Bill
Eviston reminds us that Ken Roberts lists L.
Hawes in.his "Names Alone" sectiee in WPINCA.

Sketch of a Tho. Grant
tongue plane with the
crowned initials IB
stamped just below
Grant's mark.

Three EASTBURN planes collected by Paul Kebabian
have the Thos Grant style crowned letters. The
initials are G.V.L. This is still another
Have we reported previously that Bob Graham owns
appearance of V as a second letter in these•
a Thomas Grant plane not recorded in Dan Semel's
marks adding further strength to the theory
"Thomas Grant, Ironmonger"? The plane has the
that the V stands for Van and the stampers may
crowned letters S.B. and Bob believes that it is
have been N.Y. Dutchmen. Perhaps G.V.L. had a
most probably of American beech. The plane is
name like Gerardus Van Loon. Paul's planes
the male part of a pair of table planes.
are also marked with W.S. in a sawtoothed box.
Perhaps he was the first owner of the planes.
On a complex moulding resembling planes made by
They were purchased in Rochester, N.Y.
Weiss & Sohn is a stamp depicting St. George
slaying the Dragon. It belongs to Michael Corvea. Two of the planes have John Green irons.
It tickles our memory that we have seen someThe mark A YOMDALL on a hollow of apparently
thing like it before but we aren't sure. Can
English manufacture and 18th C. appearance was
anyone supply more information about this mark?
acquired by Dan Send .
Two 8 W CARPENTER/LANCASTER, PENNA planes acquired by Bud Brown areAstamped on their heels
YRRNALL & McCLURE /PHIL ., leading us to believe this marker was a dealer.

B

Michael Corvea reports A very unusual (to us,
anwway) stamp used by A=.SHILLINGLAW. The
"A .S" was struck into the plane with one
stamp, the "hillinglaw" was a separate one.
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The Peabody Museum in Sale , Mass., owns the
earliest
appearing tooth plane your editor ever
It has an 18 C pattern open
remembers seeing.
tote dovetailed into the back of the plane from
If
heel and is equipped with a James Cam iron.
the plane was ever :narked, ti ta has erased all
evidence of it.
WEBB & BAKER/PITTSFIELD appears in the alphabetical index of plane.lakers in WPINCA but not
Your
Mass., in the lain list.
under Pittsfield,
editor has never seen one of their planes before
but was fortunate in acquiring one during the
Salem Meet of EAIA. The acquisition is worth
mentioning because of the unusual %ark used by
WEBB appears in its own bordthe partnership.
The & BAKER element is indeered rectangle.
pendently embossed in its own rectangle. P/TTSFIELD, the third element is an incised mark
stamped below the firm name. Obviously, when
Baker joined Webb, they did not think it economic to have a whole new stamp made and so had
their die sinker simply cut a stamp for Baker
to be embossed with an already existing Webb
stamp. And they say the Soots are parsinonious
In a future issue of the EAIA Chronicle will be
published pictures of a group of planenaker's
tools, patterns, gauges and other gear acquired
by Roy Arnold. The material is of treendous
interest because of its variety and because it
embraces a number of items not previously pictured or described. Once part of the working
kit of an English plane.aaker, the pieces were
employed in a wide range of planemaking operations. Perhaps the most startling item in the
collection is.a pattern for a Dutch-style schaP
demonstrating that this kind of plane was made in
English manufactories, whether for export to Holland or used by English workmen who found the
model to their liking is not clear. We do know
that the schaaf type of plane bearing an English
maker's mark has turned up in England.

NOTES & QUERIES
A plane which is illustrated in WPINCA but somehow missed the alphabetical listing is the crown
moulder of I D GILMAN.
As we refer continually to WPINCA we cannot but
marvel at the usefulness of this work to the
rhykenophile and at the accuracy of Ken Roberts'
assumptions. The "Names Alone" section is a
splendid example. These are selected from names
seen on planes by Ken Roberts but not independently reported in a manner which satisfied him
as to their authenticity. Based on his experience with makers labels he selected this group
as probables. His knowledge and intuition have
now been verified by independent sightings of
dozens of the planes he included in the "Names
Alone" list.
.
Bill Baader notes he has a Kellet iron stamped
with the date Sept. 16, 1884.
An auction announcement from John Eittner
includes among other planes one marked S.
DEDHAM.

W/GRTY

Another hardware store that stamped planes has
been added to the list by Bob Zarich.
He has
acquired a moving filister
made by Shiverick
that is also embossed FOWLER BROS/HARDWARE/187
FLATBUSH/BROOKLYN/L.Ii Brooklyn did not become
a borough of N.Y.C. until 1898 so the place
address of L.I. is consistent with David Shiverick's occupancy of a Myrtle Ave., Brooklyn address through 1867. Besides the embossed stamping the Fowler Brothers also marked their name
and address in ink on the Zarich filister. we
don't know if sale by a Brooklyn retailer indicates that Shiverick did only a wholesale business or whether the Fowlers acquired his stock
after 1867.

.z-3--1.

NOTES & QUERIES
Bill Goodman includes among his list of plane
iron makers the name of John Partridge who worked in Birmingham between 1823 and 1864. Three
Partridge irons had been recorded at the time
of the publication of BPII. They were all in
planes marked HOLBROOK. The mark represents a
series of Bristol makers first recorded in 1800.
A plane marked Holbrook collected Charles Jacob,
has in iron marked J.PARTRIDS and design characteristics which could put it into a slightly
post 1800 range. However, it also bears crowned'
letters of the Thomas Grant type. Use of these
letters, if consistent with previous observations,
relates to the mid 18th C. We think the Jacob
plane is important in several ways. It apparently introduces a new state of the Partridge label
tol and it either places Holbrook farther back in
14 time than has been recognized or it suggests that
-N I the crowned letter convention has a much longer
0 history than suspected.
‘41 Rhykenophile Dave Spang sent a reproduction
of the mark BRAZER/LOWELL in a two deck sawtooth
mark composed of two rectangles. We have had
another copy of this mark but we owe someone an
apology for the rubbing and the accompanying
letter became disassociated and we can't remember who sent it.

A plane marked J:VANRIPER in a sawtooth border
was collected by Bob Seifert. It has three
crowned letters which appear to be V V I but
may be W T. If the latter, there are two
crowns above. the W. Bob says the beech moulder
is 9 7/10" long and has a wedge with an ovate
finial. Does not appear much older than the end
of the 18 C.

A list we believe we had printed but cannot find
in our back issues came from Gil Gandenberger.
We apologize and hasten to print it because of
the large number of unrecorded names it contains:
J.RICHMOND - Troy, Ohio - 1839
R.T.LAMB & CO. - Memphis
W.WINTKLEE
J.KELLOGG CLEVELAND OHIO
R & R * WARD
S.W.SHEPA'RD - Possibly the same as in Duncan
Phyfe's Tool Chest. Plane looks English or
very early Americsn. It has large chamfers
and off set handle .
jNO.MARKLEY
S.COOK & CO - New Albany, Ia.
ROOT & PLATT - Alton, Ill.
S.P.WOODRUFF - New Albany, Ia.
J.CHAPPELL - Pitts
CLARK, HYDE & CO
M.CURRY
I VANZANT - Georgetown, Ky.
C.M.LIGGET
B.RAYMON
C.PETTER
T.KEET
J.STEPHENS
J.SPENCER
J.A.McCELLUS
A.ELLIOTT
The following names are probably European:
Georg (no E) Noll Freiburg I/B
J.Herrscher
W.H. Ingwersen (Hamburg?)
To still another contributor I owe apologies. A
sheet of rubbings has been separated from the
letter came with. It includes:
VAN BAUN, embossed, pair
91
/
2 " beech side
rabbets
MINZIES, incised 91
/
2 " beech snipes bill
L.BIGLOW, embossed, 10" beech, low angle round
also marked 0 & N in a sawtooth rectangle.
F.HOYT, incised, 7 5/8" beech, low angle
hollow w/JAMES CAM iron
I:FITCH, embossed, 10" cherry moulder
E.WIGHTMAN, embossed, two deck, 91
/
2 " beech
moulder.

N.;

A. NEWBOULD IRON
9 /
1
2 " L.

D. ALAWAY IRON
9 15/16" L.

B. NEWBOULD IRON
9 /
1
2 " L.

E. NEWBOULD IRON
10" L.

-

C. NEWBCULD IRON
9 7/16" L.

F. NEWBOULD IRON
9 h" L.

G. UNMAREED IRON
lo" L.

H. UNMAREED IRON
10 1/8" L.
•

I. NEWBOULD IRON
2 " L.
1
9 /

Sketches of some of the planes from
a hoard collected by Charles Jacob
several years ago. Most of these
were marked with crowned letters.
There were 15 planes in all. Nine
bore the mark of Thomas Grant,
three were marked Eastburn, two
were marked Bourne and the last
bore the label of W. Stieton.
The Stieton pla-ne is illuselsewhere in this issue.

J. UNMARKED IRON
10 le L.

PLANES OF THE RELIEVED WEDGE SCHOOL?
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Eighteenth Century style moulders with unusual
relieved wedges are awned by Michael Corvea.
They both bear the stamp of I ? MILLS and one
also has a small D.MILLS mark.
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NOTES & QUERIES
Have we. reported W.CURRIER on a plow of birch?
A 10 7/16" birch hollow marked only with a very
large boxed initial stamp S * L is in the collection of Bob Graham. Bob describes the wedge
as a sort of proto - Sleeper/Little style but
renounces the whimsical suggestion that S*L
represents a Sleeper-Little partnership.

Unreported stamps from Alan Bates, which has been
pending publication since May 1979. (All are
embossed with zigzag borders of various styles).
4
/ " groove (from matched pair), 4
R.ARUNDEL, 91
on heel, early 19th C appearance:
E.BLABY, 9 15/16" rabbet, 6 on heel, hearly
19th C appearance
H.ELLIOTT, 9 3/4" hollow, 8 on heel, flat chamfers (le wide), transitional wedge.
4
/"
HANDS, 9 7/8" quarter round, flat chamfers (1
wide), early wedge; though not in BP II, Bill
Goodman has 5 other HANDS marks on record.
HUMPHREYS, 91
/
2" ogee sash, early 19th C. Appearance.
I.LIBBEE, 9 3/8" hollow, Sleeper type wedge,
rounded chamfers
C.PARKHURST, 91
/
2" pair of tongue & groove, 6/8
on heel, early 19th C
T.PARKISON, 10 7/8" rabbet, flat chamfers (5/16"
wide), wedge missing,"T" in Trump barely legible.
P.MOYERS in large letters branded on side, typical of many early Philadelphia planes.
WARNER, 9 3/8" round, 3 on heel, flat chamfers
(3/16" wide) early wedge-English origin.
B.WOLFF JR/PITTSBURGH,PA., 91
/
2 " reverse ovolo,
11
4
/ on heel, Sandusky type relieved wedge, mid 19th
C. - a new maker/dealer in Pittsburgh?
WOOD, very small letters, 9 13/16" round, 17
on heel, flat chamfers ( 5/16"wide), transitional
wedge. Bill Goodman think this' may be an early
mark of the English WOOD - English origin.
J.P.LYNE & SON
Mid 19th C. This is probably
CARLISLE
Carlisle, Penna.

The mark E.NEWELL without an address has been
reported both by Dan Semel and by the Secretary.
The stamp is an unusual one for it is waspwaisted with a narrowing after the E. widening
out to contain NEWELL. E. Newell is presumably
the same E. Newell who is listed in WPINCA as
both Leeds and Lanesboro, , Mass. Lanesboro is
close to the N.Y. border just above Pittsfield,
Mass; Leeds is farther east. The only E. Newell
to be found in Charles Palmer's "History of the
Town of Lanesboro, Mass." is Ebenezer Newell who
was a soldier in the Revolution. The characteristics of the planes with E. Newwll's mark are
such that it is not inconsistent to believe
that a maker of Ebenezer's period made them.
Wide, flat chamfers, a relieved wedge and nonstandard length are exhibited by both planes.

E.Newell wedge in a plane owned by Dan Semel. .

NOTES & QUERIES
Bud Steere has described a skew rabbet of estimated 1825 workmanship struck twice with an embossed stamp reading J.LINDSEY, He wonders if
this is an early stamp of J.E.LINDSEY df Huntington, Mass. While it may be, the 1825 dating
makes it seem unlikely becguse the Lindseys of
Huntington apparently did not become active until after Melvin Copeland's death in the early
1860's. Speculation as to relationships is, however, one of the fascinating parts of rhykenology and some reader may produce information
about an earlier J. Lindsey, perhaps a father
of the Huntington Lindsey's or some other connection.
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From R. Howe:"Non-listed names on planes in my
collection are: S.LYARD (ZB) tongue plane, D.B.
CHASE, (incised) dado plane, B.E. COURTER (in2"
/
cised) snipe's bill, S.H. PEAL (incised) 31
coffin smoother. They are probably owner's
stamps."
A plane marked M. CATHOR/HAMBURG with an iron
marked R.W.BRAND is in the collection of Bob
Cameron.
Because two R.IONSON, 18th C type planes of
tropical hardwood have been located,RKS advances
the possibility that, when located, he will be
found to have worked in a costal location.
Other planes by Jonson are of beech with early
19 C characteristics; the planes of tropical
wood were found in Maine.
The Mass. Register & Business Directory of 1852
lists several tool factories. Three of these
Smith, Bigelow & Co. of Conway, Kelley, Boice
and Bement of Ashfield, and Luther Parker
(perhaps Parker -Luther) of Charlemont have
not been noted as plane makers although other
firms described in various directories as tool
factories were. Has anyone seen these names
on planes? The second and third firms also
appear in 1853.

Dan Semel reports an A W MACK round plane with
a carefully struck set of boxed initials J.W.C.
In his June 1980 list Jock Moody reports a
Phillipson plane having two crowns each surmounting a capitol F. This sounds very much
like the style of supplementary marking on
many Thos Grant planes.
Richard Crane's Aug. 1980 auction offered:
. plow plane, HUNT/CHARLESTOWN (Compare
J.HUNT, WPINCA "names Alone")
.thumb plane,OODDARD
From RKS:
. a second sighting of J.A.UPHAM
. a 9 3/8" long round stamped with a large
embossed imprint P.MOORE. Plane is of 18th C.
appearance. The surname Moore abounds among
plane makers. A fairly common one, it does
not necessarily imply a related group but
Moore's have been reported from Loverpool,
Goshen, Mass., Baltimore, and N.Y.C.
. a 9 13/16" long rabbet marked with a large
A.AUBREY, listed only in WPINCA "Names Alone".
Charles Alley reports that he observed a plane
Iron with "inch" stamped on the underside.
He has now discovered a similar marking on the
heel of a plane which has no mark at all on
the fore end. The marks are both in lower case
letters. While recognizing that the word may
have some, not very apparent, relationship to
size, Charles wonders if it is possibly the
mark of a planemaker, and if so whether he was
accustomed to placing his marks in opposite
areas from normal makers markings. Was Inch
a bit backward?
A label I.WADE has been noted. When you consider that we have planemakers of the names of
Brooks, Pond, Waters, Bywater, Lake, Seaman,
Fisher, Ferry and Sloop, this should not have
been unexpected.

Reproductions from castings of marks made by a process developed by Dave Spang.
The L S mark on the Jo Fuller plane may help lead us to an identification of
L.S. and L. SAMPSON whom the initials are believed to represent.

Alan Bates owns a Chris Dowden moulder with a wedge as
shown. Supposing the wedge is original, it may reflect
the early influence of the Dutch makers. A second Dowden
plane owned by Alan has an ovate wedge of a presumably
much later period than the design of the plane would indicate. Perhaps this is a replacement but the existence
of the two wedges throws us into confusion. Are there
any more examples out there?

JOSEPH MOX0iv MAKES A PLAJNE

§ XIX. Of laying Moldings either upon Menai, oi
Wood, without fitting the Work in a Lathe.
T Had, foon after the Fire of London, occafion
1 to lay Moldings upon the Verges of feviral
round and weighty flat pieces of Brafr : And being at that time, by reafbn of the faid Fire, unaccommodated of a Lathe of my own, I intended to put them out to be Turned: But then
Turners were all full of Employment, which made
them fo unreafonable in their Prizes, that I was
forc'd to contrive this following way to lay Moldings on their Verges.
I provided a ftiong Iron Bar for the Beam of a
Sweep: ( For the whole Tool marked in Plate 16.
is by Mathematical II:liniment-makers called a
Sweep.) To this Tool i filed a Tooth of Steel
with fuch Rounding: and Hollows in the bottom
of it, as I intended to have Hollows and Roundings upon my Work: For an Hollow on the
Tooth, makes a Round upon the Work ; and a
Round upon the Tooth, makes an Hollow on the
Work ; even as they do in the
Yoyncrs ufe. Then I placed the Center-point of
the Sn,,f.lp in a Center-hole made in a fquare Stud
of Mettal, and fixed in the Center of the Plain of
the Work ; and removed the Socket that rides on
the Beam of the Sweep, till the Tooth Rood juft
upon its intended place on the Verge of the
Work, and there fcrew'd the Socket fait to the
Beam.
To work it out, I employ'd a Labourer, direaing him in his Left Hand to hold the Head
of the Ceuter-pin, and with his Right Hand to
draw about the Beam and Tooth, which ( according to the firength ) he us'd, cur and tore away great Flakes of the Mettal, till it receiv'd
the whole and perfea Form the Tooth would

SE-1-

make ; which was as compleat a Molding as
any SkiU rul Turner could have laid upon it.
Having filch good Succef upon Brali, I improv'd the invention fo, as to make it ferve for
Wood alf6. And make a Plain-Stock with my
intended Molding on the Sole of it, and fitted an
Iron to that Stock with the fame Molding the
Sole had.
Through the fides of this Stock I fitted an Iron
Ream, to do the Office of the Beam I ufed for the
Sweep, viz, to keep the Plain always at what pofition I lifted from the Center ( for thus the Iron
in the Plain wrought about the Center, even as
the Tooth in the Sweep (before rehearfed ) and
to that Durpofe I made a round Hole of about
half an Inch Diameter near the end of the Iron
Then in the Center of the Work I fixed a round
Iron Pin, exaaly to fit the faid round Hole, putting the round Hole over the Pin, ,and fi tting the
Iron into the Stock commodious to work with. I
ufed this Plain with both Hands, even as joyners
do other Plains: For the Iron Pin in the Hole of'
the Beam kept it to its due diftance from the
Center; lb that neither hand was ingaged to
gu :de
But note, The Stock of this Plain was not
ftraight ( as the Stocks of other Plains are) but
Hand cut Circular pretty near the fize of the
Diameter of the intended Molding: And yet was
made to flide upon the Beam, farther from or
nearer to the Center, as different Diameters of
lierges might require.
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In 1V-4, page 14, we noted Joseph Moxon's description of making a plane.
The plane was iper't Of a tool Use-d'io Strike'i moulding on-a CircUla-e —
workpiece. SVE has made us a conjectural drawing of Moxon's tool based
on his description. We suggest that English rhykenologists might keen
their eyes wide open on the very long shot that Moxon's tool or one
like it might still exist.

ANONYMOUS EARLY PLANES
MAY BE YOUR BEST BUY
If you have been passing up those, usually inexpensive, 15th C-type
unmarked planes that are still seen with reasonable frequency, there are
three good reasons to reconsider your criteria.
First, marked or not, early planes are in short supply and no one
can be sure of being able to assemble a representative group of marked
cnes. A good group of anonymous eighteeners of a variety of styles and
models will be an ornament to any collection. Secondly, work now going
forward has made it seem that many skinned or un-stamped planes can be
ascribed with some degree of accuracy to known makers or at least to
general"schools" on the basis of stylistic conventions and other kinds of
evidence. A collector who is concerned with the men behind the planes
ought to prefer a "might be"Robert Wooding to a beautifully marked Greenfield Tool Co. any day in the week. Those who don't will find friendly
collectors with lots of trading stock to accomnodate them.
Happiest reason for buying an unmarked old timer is that occasionallybut oftener than you might think - there really is a mark, invisible but
capable of re-capture. Sometimes a skinned plane will give back its
stamping through the action of the Graham effect which has been described
in these pages. Sometimes patient work with swabs, cleaners, differential
evaporation, high intensity lights, high magnification, examination from ,
a hundred different angles, or what have you, discloses that the surface
which seemed so clearly unmarked has indeed a stamping, enough of which
can be made out to give a positive identification.
We were recently overjoyed to discover that a markless eighteener,
bought cheap because it had a replaced wedge, was indeed a Jo.Fuller with
the IN PROVIDENCE mark. Examination by more than one collector had resulted in the pronouncement "No mark!" but a curious little dent, after
patient work with Q-tips and alcohol, gradually grew to be a clearly
recognizable
More work resulted in the sought after "IN" of the
early Mass. and R.I. makers and, at last part of the sawtooth border and
some of the letters of planemaker Fuller's name line appeared. A single
such recovery can justify a whole bushel basket of nameless "maybe's"
while producing a state of euphoria in the collector entirely beyond the
abilities of Jack Daniels and his kin.
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Two Henry Wetherell fore end
decorations.
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THE IRON

FENCE
ARMS

AND

LOCKING
SCREWS

OMBINATION PLANE•I
0
CUTTING IRON
BASIC PARTS
LOCKING NUTS

NUT FOR ADJUSTING
SHAVING THICKNESS
DEPTH GAUGE
THUMB SCREW
SPURS
THESE CUT INTO THE
WOOD BEFORE THE SPOT
IS REACHED By THE
CORNERS OF THE CUTTING
IRON- THUS SEVERING
NEE FIBRES PREVENTING
TEARING

IT IS SUPPLIED WITH DIFFERENT SIZES AHD TYPES OF CUTTING IRONS TO
DO VARIOUS KINDS OF WORK
EXAMPLES
\\\
.-TONGUING
RABBETING

PICTORIAL WOODWORK, Book II, J.Matthews
& J.D. Kerr, Edward Arnold Ltd.,
London 1964

SOME PITTSBURGH HARDWARE MERCHANTS
WHOSE STAMPINGS APPEAR ON PLANES
By
Frank Flynn
Three Pittsburgh plane marks were mentioned on page three
of Plane Talk IV-3. Al]. three belong to hardware merchants and
as far as I can determine they never manufactured any planes.
The most prominent of the three is the Joseph Woodwell Company which was in business at the same location for 107 years,
from 1847 to 1953. The store was at the corner of Second Avenue
and Wood Street and went through four enlargements during its
history. The original three story shop was replaced by a larger
four story one in 1857 that doubled the floor space. In 1907 an
eight floor building was completed and by 1925.two adjoining
buildings had increased the space to 70,000 square feet. The
store remained under the same family's direction until its close
Woodwell's 1927 catalog was hardbound and contained 628
pages of illustrations and text and a 32 page index. At that time
they carried most of the Stanley planes, the Siegley numbers 4
through 8, and almost fifty wooden planes.
An advertising broadside of 1850 shows Woodwell's trade sign
to be a large wooden trying plane about four feet long that hangs
out over the main entrance. Woodwell's two major competitors in
the 1850's were Whitmore and Wolff and the Wolff, Lane and Company. They used trade signs of an anvil and a circular saw blade,
respectively.
Wolff, Lane and Company was formed in the 1840's by Bernhard
Wolff Jr. and A. H. Lane. It was located at the corner of Liberty
and St. Clair Streets. In 1857 it changed its name to the B. Wolff

Jr. and Company and then went out of business in the early 1870's.
Whitmore and Wolff was founded by M. Whitmore and C. H. Wolff
also in the 1840's and was located at 50 Wood Street near the Moriongahela River. About 1857 Thomas H. Lane and George Duff became
principles of the company and it was renamed Whitmore, Wolff, Duff
and Company. By 1874 Mr. Duff was gone and the name was changed to
Whitmore, Wolff, Lane and Company, with those three men still on
the masthead. In 1894 the firm was relocated at 304 Wood Street,
(a short block from Woodwell's) with the new name of Wolff, Lane
and Company, the original name of Bernhard Wolff Jr.'s business.
Wolff, Lane and Company continued at that site into the early 1900's.
During the nineteenth century the three hardware concerns
carried tools and hardware for carpenters, moulders, machinists
and mechanics and emphasized that many of their items were imported.
Both Woodwell's and Whitmore et.al. were major wholesale hardware
suppliers besides having retail showrooms, and would have been considered an important customer by any tool manufacturer.

F.

Of the

Plow

The Plow is delineated in Plate 21 ate: It is almost a common
Plain (which I have already described in roe." Numb. 4. Plate
4. and § 2 to 9.) only with this distinction, that through the
• length of the Sole runs such a Tongue, as does through the
Male-Block to slide tight and yet easily through the Groove made
on the top of the Male-block: Its Blade makes an Angle of
6o Degrees with the Sole of it.

In his Mechanick Exercises on the Whole Art of Printing, Joseph Moxon
discusses the plane called a plow used by type founders in "dressing
of letters."

FroA Hal Prucha
The mark of T:P.744BELT appears on a single boxed bead
(approx. 3/4") in my conection. (Note the appearance of
A. BELT, 111-4-8, also on a 3/4? bead). The plane is
curious. It has scribed lines around facets which are
nicely
not quite round but not true bevels either. It is
boxof
boxing
deep
not
crafted of beech with a thick but
1790-1810
the
of
be
to
wood (?).. The fine detail seems
The iion is thick with little taper and no mark.
period.
The beech wedge, which is smallish and has been with the
plane a long time appears not quite of the workmanship of
the plane. The plane measures 94" X 3 5/16" X 1 3/8".
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We are sorry that in th great scramble
mentioned in v-r this rubbing became separated fron the note which
accompanied it. Since it is interesting for itself we reproduce it with
apologies to the sender, Dan Semel.
We assume this is the
label of the J.S.
Stevens/Boston, 18361860 who is listed in
WPINCA. Is this the
only state of the
Stevens label?
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NOTES & QUERIES'
6'J .

We hear from Dan Semel that in a sawtooth border on a moving filister appears the label J.
FISH, Compare J & A FISH/CHICAGO and ANSEL FISH/
LOWELL, MASS
The Musgrave What You Will
Seth Burchard supplies this rubbing of a plane
by JAMES CLARKE/LIVERPOOL 1816-29. The second
stamp, P.MUSGRAVE, is likely an owner but, interestingly, there was a Musgrave & Co/Lincoln
who began operations in 1851 and continued in
business until 1970 (BP II). Very occasionally
we find more than one maker's mark on a plane
indicating some intercompany transaction or
other now forgotten association. Is this one
of those dual markings? Was P. Musgrave a progenitor of the Lincoln firm?

Figure 15 in this illustration
from Roubo seems to reflect the
circular cutter that Joseph
Moxon tells of developing. Moxon
went on to replace the pivoting
cutter with a special plane.

Bob Graham describes a moulding plane, 9 7/16"
long made of beech which bears the mark R.SWAIN.
He points out that the only SWAIN previously recorded is Wm. D. Swain of Rowe, Mass., who was
active about 1856.
2 imp plane owned by Bob
1
A European cherry (?) /
Finch is marked PILLOT/BORDEAUX/#38. The blade
in
is unusual in that it is slightly dished
? in
FRAN
?
MUTZ
cross section; it is marked
an arc over an anchor.
Gearae_Uussilly_ confirms p previous sightina of
WHEELLR„ He has collected a hollow with this
mark in incised Roman letters.

NOTES & QUERIES
A mark not recorded in either WPINCA or BP II is
W.STIETON. A plane with Stieton's stamp in the
conventional marker's mark position was included
in a hoard consisting of Thomas Grant and Eastburn planes collected by Charles Jacob some years
ago. Design of the plane is consistent with that
of the Grant and Eastburn planes but these bore
crowned letters on their toe ends not shared by
the Stieton plane. With the hoard was a plane
marked BOURNE, an unrecorded name. WPINCA's
"Names Alone" lists a BOURT which might possibly be an unclear specimen of this label but is
probably only coincidence.

Plane's only mark is
SIDB in a sawtooth box.

Bob Graham tells us about a reeding plane marked R : CROSS. The plane is 9" long and is of
beech.
John Bittner's September 1980 auction included
jointer of curly applewood marked only CC, and
18 C style crown moulding stamped ONS and a
short panel raiser stamped SDRS.
Hal Prucha reports a single boxed bead approximately 3/4". The plane has scribed lines along
the chamfers which are rounded but very shallow
and flattish. The plane is beech and nicely
crafted with fine detail. Hal esti;ates it is of
the period 1790-1810. The sawtooth label is embossed T : PXBELT. We had the name Belt in an
earlier issue but without the strange initials.
The wedge is very old replacement. The plane
measures 91
4
/".

The wedge of 10" tongue plane with .
addcd fence fixed with square nails
owned by Gary Hammond.

JACK-PLANE vs FORE-PLANE
by
Gus Stahl
In his privately printed The Petite Gazette Ray Townsend has taken
up the problem of the foreplane vs the jackplane, viz, is there or is
there not a distinction? Based on the 1679 statement of 01' Joe Moxon
one would doubt that there is. Moxon said, "Jack-Plane, called so by
Carpenters, but is indeed the same that Joyners call the Fore-Plane..."
However true the assertion may have been in Moxon's time it was not true
in the 18th Century or later. Jackplanes and Foreplanes are found named
in the same 18th and 19th Century inventories over and over again. With
the appearance of planemaker's broadsides and catalogs the names also
show up together, implying that, if two different functions were not represented, two different styles were. Catalogs show not only different
names but different dimensions and widths of iron for the two planes:
hundreds of surviving examples clearly show that from at least the 18th
Century onward the foreplane was slightly longer, wider and heavier
than the jack and had a closed tote where the traditional tote of the
jack plane is open.
The Townsend piece does great service in comparing the statements
of Moxon; Randall Holme, whose remarks about planes were largely lifted
from Moxon; Andre Felibien, from whose 1676 illustration Moxon copied
most of his plane illustrations; Denis Diderot; Andre Jacob Roubo;* Louis
E. Bergeron (L.G.I. Salivet) and R. LeVirloys. He finds that the jackplane vs foreplane distinction occurs in French usage as well as English
and is represented by planes of similar but clearly different function.
The French planes are quite different in outward appearance from their
English counterparts but the differences are superficial and do not contradict Mr. Townsend's thesis that questions about obscure points of
English tool terminology can be illuminated by reference to usage in
other languages.
Moxon's carpenter and joiner may have used similar roughing planes
but it is transparently clear that if they were really the same plane in
his day they were soon to acquire substantial differences.
A bonus of the Townsend piece is his inclusion of the 1688 illustration of a jointer and a foreplane from Randall Holme's Academie of Armorie,
which we reproduce. Although Holmes text dealing with planes is clearly
derived from Moxon, his illustration shows planes more like those we
are accustomed to than those shown in the Moxon/Felibien illustrations.
The "fore-plane" tote is the familiar open tote we are accustomed to
see on jack planes. The tote of Holme's jointer is obscure and equivocal
but it is possible to imagine that it is a corrupt rendition of the
closed tote. If it does nothing else the illustration assures us that
17th Century English wood workers were not necessarily using planes of
a French pattern.
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NOTES & QUERIES
Another example of Phoenix Factory and W. Warner
on the same label, III-4-8, is found on a plane
in Seth Burchard's collection which is marked
PHOENIX FACTORY/WARRANTED/W.WARNER.
Bud Brown has acquired a moulding plane marked
S.CARPENTER demonstrating pretty conclusively
that E.W.Carpenter's widow, Sarah actually
marked her firm's output during 1860 when she
ran the family business.
•
From Don Wood, we hear about a smooth plane with
wimilar markings on both the toe of the plane
and its iron. In a truncated pyramid appear
the initials HWB surmounted by a crown. On the
iron appears also the mark of HEENK & WEFERS
BETTIAK obviously the EWE in full. The cap iron
has an unusual threaded brass boss and a more than
normally pronounced chipbreaker.
_
!

•

, •••••;.

According to the Secretary, comparison of the
wedges from a rounded marked R.WELMS, embossed
in a sawtooth border, and a tongue plane marked
C.R.WELLS, also embossed in a sawtooth border,
strongly suggests a connection between the two
makers which goes farther than the shared sr name. There are very minor stylistic differences in the planes suggesting either that two probably associated makers nonetheless made their
procucts according to their personal idionsyncrasies of taste or, perhaps, that the two planes
compared come from slightly different eras.
R Wells and C R Wells may be the same man using different versions of his name or they may
be relatives but the Secretary is reasonably
certain that a connection will eventually be
established.
Five moulding planes with relieved wedges and
notched heels, embossed AARON; UPTON in a
sawtooth border have been collected by Bud
Bbown. Bud points out that there is an Upton. Mass. wnich would be an address consistent
with the design details of the planes (South
Eastern Mass S. R.I.)
A plow marked SAMUEL AUXER/LANCASTER, PA in
the collection of Bud Brown demonstrates the
strong stylistic debt Auxer owes to his predecessor, E.W. Carpenter. Its design is extremely similar to that of the Carpenter
planes including the large, almcst exaggerated
wedge.
A foreplane owned by John Ross
in an unusual 1".order.
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- These two planes were bought from the same dealer by Bob Cameron. unfortunately the dealer couldn't remember if they came from the same source.
However, the wedge shape .surely suggests that Sleeper & Little belonged
to the same school./II-3-9
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Some oars collected by Alan Bates
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TRAICITICUL AND :STALLIC PLANE :NFCRMATION

BAILEY-STANLEY
IRON PLANE TYPES 1867-1967
by
Roger K. Smith
This study of Bailey-Stanley Iron Plane Types is an extension of the Wood Bottom Type
study previously published in BARS Plane Talk, Winter 1978 and E.A.I.A. Chronicle, June 1980.
The same numbers are assigned to identical features such as cutter trademarks, etc. to
maintain continuity between the two studies. The preface for the previous study is applicable
to this one, and should be reviewed, if available.
To maintain consistency and clarity the illustrations used for this study are for the #4
size only. The location and design of the bed markings vary on the other sizes and thus almost
require a separate study. However, all other characteristics such as frog and frog-receiver
design, knob and handle design, lateral lever markings, cutter trade marks, /ever caps, etc. can
be used to classify and date other sizes. The exceptions being the #1, 2, 10, 10k, and 101
sizes which were never equipped with the raised frog receiver or frog adjustment screw as
provided by the 1902 patents. The #/ plane never had a lateral lever or number marking. The
#2 plane apparently did not have a number marking until about 1890.
All sizes will not be found in all types, i.e. the #4i was not offered until 1884, the
#5i in 1898, and the #5 in 1922. Some planes including the #8 size were eliminated in 1958.
This data can also be used to date and classify planes with corrugated bottoms starting with
their introduction in 1898 (TYPE 7).
See The Stanley Plane, pages 37-49 for the production years of the other sizes.
TYPE 1. Boston-Bailey 1867-1869
A. Trademark stamped on iron & cap iron .
B. Solid brass adj. nut has right hand thread. (Early adj. nut may be of two-piece
construction.) Name WOODS is always removed.
C. Lever cap is solid underneath with banjo-shaped spring.
D. Sides of planes are higher with the center of the round more toward the front than
* Beaded edge at base of rosewood knob.
on later models.
E. Rosewood handle has distinct & graceful shape.
* Top corners of frog are rounded.
•
No number cast on bed.
* Round head screws hold frog.
•
No lateral adjustment.
•
#5 thru #8 sizes have squared edge on front of raised receiver for handle.
•
Tip of "Y" adjusting leiier that engages cap iron is rounded and appears hand filed.
Frog seat is shaped like letter I.
I.
G. Fillet cast on each side of high cross rib in front of throat.
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SPECIAL NOTE: See article by William B. Hilton in the June 197L Chronicle, that describes
an earlier Boston-Bailey Iron Plane. The mechanical arrangement is
different from those discussed here, thus not part of this study.
TYPE

2. Stanley 1869-1872
All features of TYPE 1 except:
F. Early models of this type do not have Bailey's name on adj. nut.
H. Most models of this type have Bailey's name on adj. nut.
•
Spring under lever cap is now rectangular.

F.

H.

M.
L.

cnaLEVELcr

TYPE

3. Stanley 1872-1873 (Major Change)
All features of TYPE 2 except:
J. New trademark stamped on irons.
K. The center of the rounded sides is now further back.
L. Special frog piece attached to a verticle rib between sides. (Probably
designed by Bailey because it is similar to the type he later used on his
"Victor" nlanes in Hartford.) This feature has been observed on sizes
#3 thru #8 only. All frog pieces are of the #3 size. Whether or not this
was an experimental short run production or regular stock has not been
determined. However, enough specimens are known to warrant listing in
this study.
M. Adj. nut is now recessed. (Bailey's patent dates are stamped inside.)
*
Fillets eliminated at base of cross rib in front of throat. Rib is now lower.
N. Change in handle design.

TYPE

L. Stanley 187L-188h (Major Change)
All features of TYPE 3 except that these are now equipped with the standard
full size frog as TYPE 2. Tip of "Y." adjusting lever no longer rounded.
O. Frog receiver is enlarged but still low & milled smooth. The number 73
cast in bed behind frog receiver is apparently just a foundry's casting code
because #2's of the same vintage have the number 71 cast here.
•
Flat head cap screws now used to hold frog.
*
#5 thru #8 have rounded edge on front of raised receiver for handle.

STANLEY
mu &mil t()
0.
TYPE

P.
R.

Stanley 1885-1888 (Major Change)
All features of TYPE 11 except:
P. New trademark on irons equipped in later specimens of this type.
P. Number now cast on toe in front of knob.
•
Top corners of frog are no longer rounded.
4- First lateral with two patent dates stamped, 2-8-76 and 10-21-8L.
See The Stanley Plane, pg. 33, for comparison of old & new style lateral levers.
1.

2.
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1892 PATENT FEATURES
TYPE

6.
Q.
CC.
S.
*
*
DD.

Stanley 1888-1892
All features of TYPE 5 except has new style lateral with circular disc.
Patent dates stamped on lateral 2-8-76, 10-21-8b, 7-21i-88.
New trademark on irons of models manufactured in 1892 and later.
Variation of this sta-p with patent date in smaller letters is probably the
earliest of the two.
Frog receiver now has two grooves cast across top in line with frog screw holes.
Number now cast with larger spacing.
Bead eliminated at base of front knob.
Sides noticeably lower.
Change in handle design.

Q.
STANLEY
PAT. Ark i92

NEW

CC.

STYLE LATERAL

OLD STYLE
TYPE

S.

NEW STYLE

7. Stanley 1893-1899

All features of TYPE 6 except Bailey's name & patent dates eliminated
from adjustment nut and cap iron.
Adj. nuts in most planes of this type have left hand threads.
DD.
Q. Trademark with patent date on all irons in planes of this type.
U. Spacing of number marking now 1".
"S" markings on castings (Code letter for sub-contracting foundry, name unknown)
TYPE

TYPE

8.

Stanley 1899-1902
All features of TYPE 7 except "S" casting marks eliminated.
Only one patent date stamped on lateral lever, 7-2L-88.
"B" casting marks on most specimens (Foundry name unknown.)

U.
9. Stanley 1902-1907 (Major Change)
All features of TYPE 8 except "II" casting marks eliminated.
Patent date eliminated from lateral lever.
W. Bailey's name now cast on toe.
Z. New style frog and raised frog receiver. Pat. dates Mar.-25-02 & Aug..19-02
cast on bed behind frog.
Larger sizes have been observed with higher & arched rib in frog receiver
but no adj. screw.

W.

NEW STYLE

OLD STYLE
3.

TYPE 10. Stanley 1907-1909
All features of TYPE 9 except:
EE. Center rib in frog receiver enlarged and arched.
Now equipped with frog adjustment screw.
.• New trademark on irons starting in 1907.
FF. Change in handle design.
TYPE 11.
V.
TYPE 12.
GG.
03.
HH.
JJ.
X.
V.
AA.

STAN
EYEcow,
Lco.
pa y., eR,TA,N
FULE g L

U.S. A.

S TAI\TLEY
.:ON r.

T.

V.

EE.
Stanley 1910-191P
All features of TYPE 10 except:
APR-19-10 patent date now added to those cast behind frog./.:,
New trademark stamped on irons starting in 1910.
Stanley 1919-192/4 (Major Change)
All features of TYPE 11 except:
PAT'D
MAR -25-02
All planes now equipned with a hT1 front knob.
AUG- I 9-02
Brass adjustment nut is larger, 14" diameter.
R - 1?- 10
:anor design change of rib structure on frog just above adj. nut.
Design change in lever cap. Edges not as rounded & less radius to the lever.
New trademark stamped on irons of planes manufactured in 1920.
New trademark stamped on irons of planes manufactured in 1921 & 1922.
New trademark stamped on irons of planes manufactured in 1923-1935.
NEW BRITAIN,
CON N. U.S.A.

NEW

x.

OLD
OLD

MADE IN U.S.A.

STAN LEY ,
HH.
TYPE 13.
KR.
TYPE

lb.
LL.
LL.

JJ.

MADE IN U.S.A.

AA.
Stanley 1925-1929
All features of TYPE 12 except U.S. PAT. APR-19-10 only marking cast behind frog.
STANLEY in notched rectangle logo now cast on lever cap.

STAN LEY

Stanley 1930-1932
KK.
r
All features of TYPE 13 except:
MADE IN U.S.A. now added to markings cast on bed.
R-aised ring now cast providing a receiver for front knob.

Stanley 1933-19141 (Major Change)
All features of TYPE lb except:
BB. New trademark stamped on irons starting in 1936.
. Kidney-shaped hole now in lever caps.
NN. Casting marking on toe changed.
MADE IN U.S.A. now cast on bed behind frog. Patent dates eliminated.
*
00. Design change in frog receiver provides less metal between arched center rib
and sides on most specimens of this type.
RR. Design change in frog provides an ogee-shaped back.
Slightly raised receiver now provided for handle along with a reinforcement
rib across the back edge of the plane bed.

TYPE 15.

(STANLEY)
MADE IN USA.

BB,

Y.

TYPE 16. Stanley 1912-19145 (War Production)
All features of TYPE 15 except:
Handles and knobs are of hardwood with dark rosewood stain.
*
*
Wartime castings are noticeably heavier with thicker sides.
*
Adj. nuts nay be a small dia. of steel or large dia. of hard rubber.
(Sequence not known.)
•
Some specimens of this period have been observed without frog. adj. screws
or kidney-shaped hole in lever cap.
TYPE 17. Stanley 19L6-190
All features of TYPE 16 except:
SS. Handles of new design & painted black.
•
The large brass adj. nuts now have diagonal knurlinr.
*
Castings are lirhter in weight as pre-war production.
TT.
TYPE 18. Stanley 1918-1958
All features of TYPE 17 except:
Frog receiver design chanre provides an arched buttress.
Rosewood handles re-introduced in 19h9 have a thick varnish nearly
obscuring the wood grain.
VV. STANLEY letters on lateral lever are now read vertically.
*
Most brass adj. nuts now have the regular parallel knurling.
TYPE 19. Stanley 1958-1962
All features of TYPE 18 except that handles & knobs are now hardwood with
a dark stain.
TYPE 20. Stanley 1962-1967
All features of TYPE 19 except castings are now painted blue.
•
Hardwood handles and knobs have a light color stain.
•
The forked lever adjustment is now pressed steel of two pieces.
Lateral lever has pressed steel thumb grip rather than a separate piece.
•
•
STANLEY name eliminated from lateral lever.
*

*

*

*

*

*

* *

* *

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* *

*

This study concludes with TYPE 20. Many changes were made after 1970. However,
the author believes they are not of historical significance to collectors, at this time,
to warrant inclusion in this study.
This study is based on (1) 80% long-term observation of at least 4 identical and
proper specimens of each type, (2) 10% data obtained from The Stanley Plane by Alvin
Sellens, and (3) 10% data obtained from over 50 original and 10 reprinted Stanley
Catalogs issued between 1870 and 196L, in the author's collection.
Explanations of how each conclusion was reached would require about another page
each. Such additions would defeat the purpose of this study, which is to be as clear
and concise as possible.
Appreciation is extended to John Wells of Berkeley, Cal. for most of the artwork
not available in catalogs, etc.

STANLEY "BAILEY" IRON PLANES

5.

No.

Name of
Part

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
46

Cap Screw
Lever Cap
Screw
Frog Complete
"Y" Adjusting Lever
Adjusting Nut
Lateral Adjusting Lever. .
Frog Screw
Plane Handle.%
" Knob
Handle Bolt and Nut
Knob
Handle Toe Screw
Plane Bottom
Frog Adjusting Screw

No. of
Plane

The different handles, as illustrated in the study, are reproduced here to
accurate full size scale for easier identification or restoration.

6.

